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NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR ENGAGED CITIZENS //  JULY/AUGUST 2018
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SHOULD WE PHASE OUT  THE OIL SANDS?
80 SIZZLINGSUMMER FESTIVALS

INTERVIEW: MINISTER SHANNON PHILLIPS

Don’t Fence Me In

Is this really a great idea?

b i s o n  r e i n t r o d u c t i o n

p l u sThe Redwater Decision:Why citizens may soon be liable for  more oil industry messes

PROFILE

DEMOGRAPHICS

Men  53%
Women 46%
Post-secondary degree holders 93% 
Post-graduate degree holders 43% 
Household income  $96,022   
Aged 55+ 84%

CHARACTERISTICS

House proud
88% own their homes;
61% would consider installing renewables;
23%  plan to renovate in the next 2 years; 
41% would consider a move to a condo

Avid readers
85% list reading as a leisure pursuit;
64% purchase more than 6 books annually;
43%  bought a book as a result of something 
we published

Supporters of the arts
47%  attend more than 6 arts events per year;
39%  visited a museum or gallery or took  
in a theatre performance as a result of  
something we published

Frequent travellers
Our readers take an average of 7 trips in 
Alberta, 3 trips within Canada and 1 trip 
abroad per year

Connected to the magazine 
90%  discuss what they read/see with  
neighbours, colleagues or friends 

READERSHIP
 “A quality magazine. Keep 

up the good work of tackling 
issues and showcasing our 

great province.”

“It was the education issue 
that caught my eye and 

convinced me to subscribe. 
I think you have a nice well-

rounded magazine that 
appeals to a diverse audience.”

“Alberta Views is our 
household’s favourite 

magazine.”

“I really appreciate AV tackling 
current events in a critical 

thinking forum. Today’s news 
and media feature too many 
headlines with not enough 
in-depth analysis about the 

issues, including questioning 
whether the issues are really 
issues at all. That’s hard to 

find these days.”

“Keep up the excellent work! 
I recommend your magazine 

to many of my family and 
colleagues as a voice of reason 

and source of intelligent 
debate in an increasingly 

polarized political climate.”

“I need Alberta Views to keep 
me thinking and engaged in 

Alberta issues.”

READER
TESTIMONIALS

Environmentally minded
85% list the environment as the area of  
public policy that concerns them most

Conscientious consumers
70% say their purchasing decision is 
influenced if the product is made locally;  
65% say that a company demonstrating 
social responsibility influences them 

They lead active lives
49%  list the outdoors and hiking  
as leisure pursuits;
37%  do volunteer work;
48%  dine out;
54%  exercise and participate in sports

CIRCULATION

PRINT RUN  15,000

DISTRIBUTION
Paid subscriptions 5,200
Newsstands 1,800 
Other controlled  5,900
(The Globe and Mail, National Post,  
mail sampling, conferences, etc.) 
Doctors offices 1,100 
Air Canada Lounges 1,000

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
Calgary 31% 
Edmonton 29%
Rest of Alberta 33%
Outside of Alberta 7%

Survey conducted April 2019. 2,500 surveys mailed, 
33% response rate.

NEW ELECTION WATCHDOG TALKS “DARK MONEY”
INTERVIEW: MINISTER DERON BILOUS

BANFF’S WHYTE  MUSEUM TURNS 50
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PLUS:
Alberta Trade  in the Trump Eraby Trevor Tombe

Dialogue: $15 Minimum WageJack Mintz and Ian Hussey respectfully disagree

LEGAL CANNABISReady or notby Jen Gerson

NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR ENGAGED CITIZENS //  OCTOBER 2018

$5.95   DISPLAY UNTIL OCT 15
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NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR ENGAGED CITIZENS //  JULY/AUGUST 2019

TWO VIEWS ON  ALBERTA’S CARBON TAX
YOUR GUIDE TO SUMMER FESTIVALS 

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN HUMANS AND ANIMALS

CAN THIS TECHNOLOGY   REVERSE        CLIMATECHANGE?

$7.95   DISPLAY UNTIL AUG 12

PLUS:
Coal companies’ plans to  strip-mine the Eastern Slopes 

READERSHIP
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ISSUE

JAN/FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL/AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN/FEB 2021

CONTENT

IN EVERY ISSUE:

Full-length feature articles on politics, 
social issues and culture;
A dialogue between two experts who 
disagree on an important issue;
Meet the Minister: an introduction 
to a provincial cabinet minister in 
a key portfolio;
Eye on Alberta: news and views from 
around the province;
Arts Scene: listings of theatre, music, 
dance and visual arts events;
Constituency Close Up: a profile of a 
provincial riding;
Reviews of new Alberta books;

Columnists: Paula Simons, Fred Stenson,  
Kevin Van Tighem and Jenna Butler;
Guides to various unique Alberta resources, 
such as museums, festivals, winter activities, 
green initiatives, local travel and books

SOME OF OUR WRITERS:

Ali Bryan, Jen Gerson, Chris Turner, 
Marcello Di Cintio, Sid Marty, Katherine 
Govier, Clem Martini, Omar Mouallem, 
Curtis Gillespie, Aritha van Herk, Linda 
McQuaig, Rudy Wiebe...

a l b e r t a v i e w s . c a   2 9

4 4   A P R I L  2018

Green Home.................................. 46 
Renewable Energy ....................... 48
Clean Transportation  .................. 50
Waste Reduction  ........................ 51
Wildlife Protection ....................... 52
Land & Water Conservation  ...... 52
Advocacy & Research ................. 53

G U I D E 2019

Inspiration and ideas for reducing your environmental footprint, plus 

exciting province-wide initiatives creating cleaner air, earth and water.

GBEING GREEN

G U I D E GREEN 2019

GREEN HOME

GREEN BUILDINGBUILT GREEN
This national non-profit lists Alberta builders with the required training in 

sustainable construction practices when 
they complete a certified project.

CANADA GREEN BUILDING COUNCILThe Alberta chapter works to advance the 
green building movement and sustainable 
development. The Green Homes Summit 
takes place in Red Deer on April 5.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY ALBERTAThe Home Energy Plan offers rebates 
on furnaces, windows and insulation. 
The Residential Retail Products Program 
provides incentives on energy-efficient 
appliances, windows, LED light bulbs, 
low-flow showerheads and programmable 
thermostats.

GREEN ENERGY ALLIANCE OF ALBERTAThis coalition promotes energy efficiency 
and renewable energy on behalf of Alberta’s 
green building industry. Its goals are to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, create 
green jobs in a diversified economy and 
promote strong policies on green energy.TINY HOME ALLIANCE CANADAAn online resource for information on tiny 

homes, this organization advocates for tiny 
home living and also offers networking 
opportunities.

EDMONTON 
YEGARDEN SUITESThose interested in building a garden suite 

(also known as a laneway home), can 
attend workshops on related topics, as 
well as take a tour of completed projects.CALGARY 

ECHOHAVEN CALGARYThis community in Calgary’s Rocky Ridge 
features 25 energy efficient homes with 
solar heating and rainwater harvesting.ENERGY ANGELS

Helps low-income seniors reduce their 
utility costs. Upgrades include water-wise 
fixtures, weather stripping and lighting.GREEN BUILDING SUPERHERO SERIESThe Alberta chapter of Emerging Green 

Professionals has events on topics such as 
land use and green building certification.GREEN BUILDING TECHNOLOGIESThis SAIT research facility provides training in green building practices such as 

green roofs, living walls, solar energy and 
rainwater harvesting.

JAYMAN BUILT
Beginning this year, every home constructed by the company will come 

with solar panels as a standard feature.SYMONS GATE PASSIV HAUSThis passive house in Calgary’s Symons 
Valley does not have a furnace and relies 
on solar power, advanced ventilation, 
triple-pane windows and enhanced insulation.SUSTAINABLE LIVINGCANMORE

BIOSPHERE INSTITUTE OF THE BOW VALLEYOffers worm composting and green 
cleaning workshops with an extensive 
resource centre that’s open to the public. CALGARY 

THE FOOD GARAGEDemonstrates how to turn a detached 
garage and greenhouse into a space to 
grow food using renewable energy.GROW CALGARY

The largest urban community farm in 
Canada provides fresh produce to various 
agencies in the city. Educators can book 
tours of the facility for their students.

MAYOR’S ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOThis June 4 to 6 the Municipal Building 
will host over 50 exhibitors with hands-on, 
interactive learning activities about ways to 
protect the environment.

SUSTAINABLE CALGARYFocuses on two programs: Active Neighbourhoods Canada (ANC), which 
promotes walking and cycling to bring life to 
city streets; and the Housing Transportation 
Food Nexus Fund, with its policies to make 
these three components more affordable.EDMONTON  

CHANGE FOR CLIMATEOffers over 30 ways to help reduce impact on the planet, with a rating scale 
to assess the magnitude of the action, at 
changeforclimate.ca.

THE LOCAL GOOD
A connector to local businesses with 
initiatives that support sustainable living. 
Green Drinks Edmonton, an informal networking opportunity, is held on the first 

Wednesday of each month.
PRAIRIE URBAN FARMLocated on the University of Alberta campus, the Prairie Urban Farm hosts 

workshops on topics including composting  
and beekeeping.

REUSE CENTRE
Takes items that would otherwise not be 
accepted elsewhere and sells them for a 
nominal fee to non-profits and others.

LETHBRIDGE 
ENVIRONMENT LETHBRIDGESeedy Saturday seed and plant exchange 

is March 30. Reuse Rendezvous is April 
20, with residents setting out free items for 
neighbours to take in this city-wide event.MEDICINE HAT

RESTORE
Habitat for Humanity sells donated building 
materials, furniture and appliances. There is 
also a location in Calgary.

RED DEER 
RETHINK RED DEERSpreads the word about sustainable living. 

The EcoLiving Fair + Workshops takes 
place March 23.

A house with solar panels, no gas hookup 
and low-flow toilets in EchoHaven. 
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A threat to the Eastern Slopes watershed

By  KEVIN VAN TIGHEM

The Plans to Strip-Mine Coal in the Mountains 
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WE ARE REPEATEDLY TOLD BY THE TRUDEAU 

government that we must meet our Paris climate change 

commitments and at the same time ramp up oil and gas 

production and build more pipelines in order to strengthen 

the economy. To this end, the federal government has gone 

so far as to buy the Trans Mountain pipeline (TMX). But how 

realistic is this rhetoric? Royalties from the sale of non-renewable oil and gas assets 

are a major source of government revenue. But despite hype 

about how critical oil and gas is to government well-being, 

data from the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

show that royalties paid by industry fell by 44 per cent from 

2000 to 2017, even as production increased by 77 per cent. 

And although industry’s take—defined as revenue from sales 

after exploration, development, capital, operational and royalty 

expenses—declined from $20.2-billion in 2000 to $17.4-billion 

in 2017, owing to lower commodity prices, the percentage 

return on expenses was still a healthy 19.5 per cent in 2017. 
The average effective Canadian royalty rate shrank from 

18.3 per cent on $65.1-billion of revenue in 2000 to 6.2 per 

cent on $107.1-billion in 2017. The situation in Alberta is 

even worse, with effective rates decreasing from 19.5 per cent 

to 5.1 per cent from 2000 to 2017. This amounts to a selloff 

of valuable non-renewable assets for minimal (and declining) 

returns to the Canadians who own the resources and face 

the environmental consequences of their extraction and use. 

Although Canadians will need oil and gas for the foreseeable 

future, over half of current production is for export. We’re 

liquidating the highest-quality portion of our remaining 

resources, which provide a backstop for future generations, at 

rock bottom prices. The Notley government’s Climate Leadership Plan allows 

for a 40 per cent increase in oil sands GHG emissions from 

2016 levels. This will require the rest of Canada’s economy to 

shrink emissions 48 per cent by 2030 and 88 per cent by 2040 

to meet Paris targets—an unlikely prospect, barring economic 

collapse. And since Canada is a mature exploration region 

for conventional oil and gas, the only significant production 

growth can be from high-environmental-impact oil sands and 

fracked oil and gas.Trudeau’s and Notley’s rhetoric about TMX ignores the 

fact that the Line 3 and Keystone XL pipelines will eliminate 

existing bottlenecks before TMX’s forecast 2022 completion 

date. They will provide double the export capacity of TMX and 

access prices on the US Gulf Coast equal to or higher than can 

be obtained in Asia. The federal purchase of TMX will cost 

taxpayers at least $13.8-billion. This is an investment in trying 

to shore up political support, not action in Canada’s long-term 

interest. We need a credible energy plan if we’re serious about 

climate commitments and long-term energy security.

UNFORTUNATELY THE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC OR 

national interest is too often used these days either to defend 

or attack specific activities and has therefore lost much of its 

meaning. Despite the depressing polarization in politics and 

social discourse, I am, however, confident that most Canadians 

agree on some basic things: Economic prosperity benefits 

all of us, as does what I call social prosperity—equality of 

opportunity for all, individual freedoms, respect for others and 

the law. And most people now realize that both economic and 

social prosperity not only include, but depend on, a healthy 

environment. Regardless of political leaning, most Canadians 

would agree that all of these are in the “public interest.”
But protesting against pipelines misses the point. Pipelines 

are merely a mode of transport. Canadians need to ask 

whether exploiting our oil and gas resources is in the public 

interest—does it enhance our economic and social prosperity, 

recognizing the imperatives of climate change? The answer is 

an overwhelming yes. True, the world is using more renewable 

energy such as wind and solar power, and its costs are falling, 

which is great. But renewables won’t replace fossil fuels anytime 

soon. Given efficiency gains and the world’s rapid population 

growth, fossil fuel demand will increase for several decades. 

So then the next question is whether the world should use 

Canadian oil and gas or oil and gas from other places. This is 

where recent innovations are so important. GHG emissions 

for new Canadian oil sands extraction are now less than the 

average for North American oil, and less than those of some of 

the oil that Canada imports. If, therefore, Canadian oil comes with fewer GHG emissions 

than some of the alternatives, such as Venezuelan or Californian 

heavy crude, isn’t it time Canada started promoting its oil to 

the world instead of blocking it? We import almost as much oil 

as we buy from ourselves—and we export far more than that 

to other places. There is no doubt that extracting and selling 

Canadian oil and gas—and therefore building pipelines—

contributes to both our economic and our social prosperity. 

Our oil and gas sector contributes more to Canada’s GDP 

than the auto sector, forestry, mining or aerospace sectors. It 

also invests a great deal in R&D, particularly in environmental 

innovation—high-tech, well-paying jobs.Social attitudes about what is important, and corresponding 

expectations for governance, change over time. Thanks in part 

to protests by people passionate about social and environmental 

issues, Canadian mining practices are now world-leading. 

Similarly, Canadian forestry practices are far better than they 

used to be. We didn’t stop extracting, cutting, processing—we 

simply exploit our mineral and forest resources in better ways. 

Our oil and gas sector is responding to these forces in much 

the same way through technical innovations in water recycling, 

reclamation, GHG reductions and more.

Are More Pipelines    in the Public Interest? 

martha hall findlayThe president and CEO  at the Canada West Foundation  SAYS YES 

david hughes The earth scientist and former research manager 
at the Geological Survey of Canada  SAYS NO

D IALOG U E People who disagree engage  in a respectful exchange

For 2020 we’re adding 
“citizen how-to”—first-hand 

accounts of Albertans 
taking action to improve 
their communities—as 

well as two new columnists 
(including independent 
Senator Paula Simons) 

and 10 short articles about 
democratic ideas from 

abroad that Alberta might 
want to consider. Mandatory 

voting, anyone?

WHAT’S NEW: 

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
 
THEME/MINISTER

LABOUR

JUSTICE

CITIES

ENERGY

REGULATION

ENVIRONMENT

EDUCATION

SOCIAL SERVICES

HEALTHCARE

FINANCE

CULTURE

 
OUR GUIDE TO

EDUCATION

GALLERIES 

GREEN

MUSEUMS

LOCAL TRAVEL

FESTIVALS

THEATRE

MUSIC & DANCE 

EDUCATION

NEW BOOKS

WINTER

BOOKING 
DEADLINE

Nov 14

Jan 16

Feb 13

Mar 12

Apr 9

May 13

Jul 16

Aug 13

Sep 10

Oct 15

Nov 12

ARTWORK 
DEADLINE

Nov 18

Jan 20

Feb 18

Mar 16

Apr 13

May 18

Jul 20

Aug 17

Sep 14

Oct 19

Nov 16

ON NEWSSTAND 
DATE

Dec 16

Feb 18

Mar 16

Apr 13

May 18

Jun 15

Aug 17

Sep 14

Oct 13

Nov 16

Dec 14
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AD SIZES (in inches) Effective Jan 1, 2020

FULL PAGE  

8.25 x 10.75 +

1/4 PAGE

3.437 x 4.625

1/2 VERTICAL

3.437 x 9.5

1/2 HORIZONTAL

7.125 x 4.625

2/3 PAGE 

4.687 x 9.5 

1/3 SQUARE

4.687 x 4.625

1/6 PAGE

2.25 x 4.625

1/3 VERTICAL

2.25 x 9.5 0.25
bleed

ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING RATES

CONTACT US 

403 243 5334 ext. 5 Toll-free in Alberta: 1 877 212 5334 
Fax: 403 243 8599 sales@albertaviews.ca
Please send ads to: creative@albertaviews.ca

Rates are net of agency commission. 5% GST not included. All ads are full-colour.

FREQUENCY      1X   3X   6X  10X

Outside back cover  $  2,700 2,575 2,450 2,300

Inside covers  $  2,500 2,375 2,250 2,125

Full page  $  2,200 2,100 2,000 1,900

2/3 page   $  1,700 1,600 1,550 1,450

1/2 page  $  1,375 1,300 1,250  1,200

1/3 page  $  975 925   875   825

1/4 page  $    775   725   700   650

1/6 page  $    575   550   500   475

Ask about our not-for-profit rates. Design services are available for $100 per hour. 

“At the Alberta Emerald 
Foundation we celebrate 

environmental excellence in the 
province. Alberta Views is the 

perfect publication to showcase 
our Emerald Award recipients to 

our valued stakeholders.”
Gregory Caswell,  

Alberta Emerald Foundation

 “The Red Deer Museum + Art 
Gallery has been advertising in 
Alberta Views for many years. 

They are a pleasure to work with, 
and their tremendous support in 
promoting our heritage and arts 
exhibitions across the province is 

greatly appreciated.” 
Karli Kendall,  

Red Deer Museum + Art Gallery

“At Banff Centre for Arts and 
Creativity we truly appreciate the 
opportunity to showcase arts and 

culture to the diverse, engaged 
and enthusiastic readership of 

Alberta Views.” 
Nicky Lynch, Banff Centre 

 “The Book Publishers 
Association of Alberta has been 

advertising in Alberta Views 
magazine for several years. We are 
very pleased with the opportunity 
to reach our audience of readers 

who love books.”
Kieran Leblanc 

Executive Director, BPAA

ADVERTISER
TESTIMONIALS

www.albertaviews.ca
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